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1.

Request for additional information

Background Information
1.1
On 18th August – representatives from Scottish Government met with officials
from the Highland Council to discuss and clarify specific elements of our submission
to this request for information.
1.2
Specifically, a request was made for additional information on the quoted
ineffective stock levels (paragraphs 3.7 to 3.12 in the original submission) at sub
council area and any wider information on the availability of this information.
1.3
A request was also made to include the “in-year arising need” we described
in para 2.11 and Annex 2. into the household projections used in the calculation
spreadsheet.
1.4
The final request made was to attempt to incorporate all calculations in the
supplied spreadsheet – giving the calculated output in tab [STEP 14 – FINAL] rather
than the alternative approach we described in para. 4.6 in that submission

2.

Additional Information on Ineffective Stock

2.1
The biggest component of our ineffective stock calculation is taken from the
existing analysis and return made each year to NRS - Household Estimates and
Projections Branch. This is created using council tax registered properties and relevant
discounts applied to them. This allows identification of "Second Homes", "Long Term
Empty" Homes and "Exempt - Unoccupied Homes" and can be measured as a
proportion of the total council tax registered stock. Aggregating these categories
returned a Highland Council area total of 6.9% of all council tax registered stock from
the September 2020 snapshot.
2.2
Across the 10 Housing Market Areas (HMAs), the proportion varies
considerably from 4.0% in Inverness HMA (with Long Term empty being the largest
category) to 14.6% in Ross and Cromarty West (with nearly 9% registered as "second
homes"). 10% of Badenoch and Strathspey Council Tax registered properties are
"second homes". More detail of the breakdown of these properties not in use as
residential stock is included in the Table 1. Below
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Table 1. Council Tax data at Sept 2020 (Source: Highland Council)

2.3
Further additional ineffective stock. We have strong evidence and examples
of housing built initially as residential dwellings moving into categories NOT becoming
council tax registered properties. Some initially residential properties appear on the
Non-Domestic Rateable (NDR) list – often typically classified as "Self-Catering
Property" (or similar) by the Assessor in this list. Proportions vary in different HMAs
with higher numbers in popular holidaying areas such as Badenoch and Strathspey
and Ross and Cromarty West.
2.4
There is a total in the Highland Council area of almost 5000 properties falling in
these categories. It is recognised that many of these were not built as residential stock
and never were considered to be part of that land supply however quite a number of
these are within housing estates expected to provide residential stock. In addition, we
have found that some properties listed on short-term letting sites actually appear on
the Council Tax list (these are not included in the "ineffective categories" returned for
the NRS annual return described above) and are therefore further additions to the
properties not available as effective residential housing.
2.5
There continues in Highland Council area to be significant pressure in some
areas for short-term letting properties from stock built on Housing Land. Using the
NDR data and selecting those records classed as Bothy/Timeshare/Self-Catering Unit
etc. a proportion of these could become or could have been built as residential
properties. Our estimate is around 50% of these properties which, added to the council
tax derived data creates a total proportion of 8.9% of all stock across Highland Council
area being unavailable (ineffective Council tax and NDR stock).
2.6
The original submission para 3.10 sets out why we consider this should be
included as part of the overall Minimum Housing Land Requirement figure, to ensure
the additional housing AND the component of ineffective stock which will also be
delivered can be accommodated. This would compensate for the additional proportion
of stock required to be built that will not become available for residential use.
2.7
We propose that this uplift should only be applied to the stock delivery for
"private rental" and "owner occupier" tenures - not to "affordable tenures" as these
tenures of residential property are not typically found to be "ineffective stock" counts
used in our methodology.
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2.8
Attempts to incorporate this adjustment into the spreadsheet methodology have
not been successful, and therefore, as discussed in the meeting, it may be more
appropriate to incorporate this adjustment after the overall calculation in Step 14 of the
spreadsheet.
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3.

Ineffective Stock - why is only Highland commenting upon this issue?

3.1
Each September - Household Estimates and Projections Branch, Demographic
Statistics team at NRS request a breakdown from each Local Authority in Scotland for
neighbourhood level information on occupied and vacant dwellings from Council Tax
systems. This request typically appears to go to Council Finance teams who return at
postcode level - counts of properties in the categories seen in the table above in each
postcode area.
3.2
At Highland Council this request comes to the research team in Development
Plans who also carries out the housing analysis meaning awareness and a clear
understanding of the easy availability of this information (covering the distribution and
classification of ineffective stock counts) is available.
3.3

The aggregated totals by Datazone (latest Sept 2020) are available here:
https://www.nrscotland.gov.uk/statistics-and-data/statistics/statistics-bytheme/households/household-estimates/small-area-statistics-on-householdsand-dwellings

3.4
Data available here at Local Authority level is summarised in Table 2. below
(red text indicates figures or proportions HIGHER than those in Highland Council
Area:)

Table 2. Scotland Wide Ineffective Stock (from Council Tax data) Sept 2020
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3.5
From this data we can see that 4 local authorities have higher ineffective stock
counts than in Highland Council area however the makeup of these counts differs quite
considerably from that in the Highland Council totals.
3.6
In Argyll and Bute, 6.5% of Council Tax stock is registered as a "Second Home"
(although the total number of dwellings at 3142 is much lower than the 3785 registered
in Highland Council area).
3.7
In addition, only Fife with 2397 has more than half the number of "Second
Homes" found in the Highland Council area.
3.8
Orkney and Na h-Eileanan Siar along with Inverclyde both have high
proportions of “Exempt Unoccupied” properties. Long Term empty properties are a
higher in proportion than Highland in Shetland Island Council area, Na h-Eileanan Siar
and a number of other authority areas (perhaps oil industry downturn connected - other
in the more rural areas).
3.9
As described above, this analysis only applies to records on the Council Tax
list at each authority. It seems reasonable to assume that, as in Highland Council area,
there are in addition to the above, numbers of short-term letting properties which
appear on the Non-Domestic Rateable (NDR) lists of each of these authorities which
would have been built as residential dwellings but never became part of the effective
stock. Other authorities where pressures for such accommodation exist may be able
to extract information from their Assessor on properties taken out of "effective stock"
and used as "Self-catering accommodation" and similar classifications.
4.
Request to incorporate "in-year additional need" in the Household
Projections and use the standard supplied spreadsheet
4.1
We were asked to consider including this identified additional need (described
in detail in Annex 2 of the original submission) that is over and above the population
projection derived High Migration projection into the tool supplied. Previously we
carried out our own modified approach described in Tables 7 and 8 in Annex A of our
original submission.
4.2
By adding the additional 194 per year (Highland Council area wide) to the High
Migration based Household Projections in STEP 1, we have created a further version
of the spreadsheet attached to this submission [UPDATED_V2_chma-planningreview-initial-default-minimum-all-tenure-housing-land-requirement-excelcalculator_HIGH_MIG.xlsx].
4.3
For the Cairngorm National Park Area - the "in-year additional need” has been
calculated as 14 per year for the Highland HMA of the Cairngorm National Park - (see
Supporting Paper Annex 2. - “In year arising need” Appendix C. from our original
submission).
4.4
Using these inputs, the following table summarises the results from [Step 14 –
FINAL] in the UPDATED_V2 spreadsheet submission attached.
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Area - Highland
NPF4 NPF4 Council Area
Minimum All
Minimum All
Excluding
Tenure Housing Tenure Housing
Cairngorm National
Land
Land
Park - Highland
Requirement
Requirement
HMA

Highland (ORIGINAL

NPF4 - Minimum
All Tenure
Housing Land
Requirement

NPF4 - Minimum
All Tenure
Housing Land
Requirement

10 Years Totals

10 Years Totals

10 Years Totals

10 Years Totals

Existing
Housing Need

Newly Forming
Households

700

2,650

1,000

4,350

2,100

3,350

1,650

7,100

2,100

5,200

2,200

9,500

Flexibility
Minimum All
Allowance (25%
Tenure Housing
urban, 30% Rural) Land Requirement

Supplied by SG Principal Projection
based)
Highland (High

Migration
Projection) First
Submission
Highland (High

Migration Projection
based incorporating
"in-year additional
need")
Table 3. Comparison of original supplied figures, First Submission calculations and Updated
Submission.

4.5
This figure of 9500 compares with the total House Completions delivered
(Highland Council completion and Temp Occupation certificates issued) of 9460 over
the 10-year period 2010 to 2020.
4.6
NOTE: The ineffective stock component has NOT been applied to these figures
to avoid amending the supplied formulae in the spreadsheet as requested.
4.7
If we apply the 8.9% uplift across the Highland Council area – we would
propose only uplifting the “Arising Need” element as this is expected to be delivered
for private rental and purchase. This would result in:
•
•
•

5200-1800 (10-year total for Highland Council Area minus Cairngorm National
Park Highland HMA in year need) =3400 (“Arising Need” element)
3400*0.089=302.6
Rounded to nearest 50 (as in the methodology used in Step 14 – FINAL) this
results in an additional 300 to add to the 9500 calculated in Step 14 – FINAL
gives a total figure of 9800 over 10 years for the Highland Council Area

Mike Atkinson
Research Officer – Infrastructure, Environment and Economy
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Highland Council 26 August 2021
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